
she herself created it within herself.
The point I make here, also corresponds to the case of 

Carl Gauss’s and Bernhard Riemann’s collaboration with 
Wilhelm Weber on the true principle of electrodynamics, con-
trary to the foolish (and also nasty) Grassmann later: Weber 
et al. generated knowledge of a set of experimentally prov-
able principles, a “map,” discovered by the developed, sov-
ereign cognitive powers of the individual human mind.� The 
leading admirers of foolish science have not accepted that 
crucial-experimentally created map, from that time, to the 
present day!

When the needed improvement in the method of judg-
ment of experience has been made, we must, then, experi-
ence a revolutionary change in the way we must think about 
not mere space as such, but physical space-time. Hermann 
Minkowski’s famous �907 argument, is a celebrated exam-
ple of this fact; but, as I shall explain here, we must go much 
deeper than the otherwise able Minkowski did, then, with 

�.  For a concise account of the scientific history of the “angular force” con-
troversy, see box.

his faulty, Lobatchevskian, rather than Riemannian con-
ception of a non-Euclidean physical geometry. For under-
standing this fact, Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven will prove 
very helpful.

The crucial central feature of the greatly needed reform in 
the definition of scientific knowledge, must be premised on the 
actual inseparability of competent physical scientific method 
from the great musical reform by Johann Sebastian Bach. I 
mean Bach’s reform as also developed by his great Classical 
disciples. That is the vehicle of the true principles of poetry 
and drama; it is the science of insight into the proper true, dy-
namic nature of the role of the individual within society. Since 
every true fundamental, or relative discovery, is new to rele-
vant forms of human experience, science without Classical 
poetic expression, as irony, is not true science.�

4.  John Keats’ Ode on a Grecian Urn, is a convenient masterpiece to be used 
as a reference for this purpose. Like every discovered principle of physical 
science, the idea of the poem is as big as the universe, and powerful when 
recognized, but nowhere to be seen in any among the words or phrases. It is a 
fine example of a perfect, ontologically infinitesimal, efficient existence.

The Controversy
Over ‘Angular Force’

In  research  conducted  at  Göttingen  Univeristy  with  Carl 
Friedrich Gauss from 18�0-18�9, Wilhelm Weber exposed 
the fallacy of the attempts by Newton and his followers to 
reduce Kepler’s discoveries of the laws governing planetary 
motion to an “inverse square law” relationship, and to then 
claim for that hoax the status of a universal physical prin-
ciple. The experimental evidence established  the  truth of 
André-Marie Ampère’s 1826 assertion of an “angular force” 
governing  the relationship between electrical current ele-
ments. Hermann Grassmann insisted that the Ampère angu-
lar force could not exist, because it was more mathemati-
cally  complicated  than  the  simple  inverse-square  law. 
Hermann Helmholtz, with backing of Rudolf Clausius, later 
extended Grassmann’s critique to Gauss and Weber’s ex-
perimental validation of Ampère’s electrodynamic theory.

In his 1846 memoir reporting the experimental work, 
Weber expressed the force between two electrical particles 
as dependent upon the relative velocities and accelerations 

had observed in chemical action.
Experiments, carried out in collaboration with Rudolf 

Kohlrausch at Göttingen in 1855, established the unknown 
constant in the Weber force law as equal to the product of 
the square root of 2 into the velocity of light. In an 1858 
paper,  “A  Contribution  to  Electrodynamics,”  Bernhard 
Riemann, who was present at  the experiments, proposed 
the “retarded propagation” of the electrodynamic potential 
at the velocity of light. The paper, which predated James 
Clerk Maxwell’s now-famous proposal of a less rigorous 
representation of the phenomenon by almost a decade, was 
withdrawn from publication. When it was published post-
humously, Clausius criticized Riemann’s effort for an al-
leged mathematical error.
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of the particles. Weber later playfully described the para-
doxical dependence of a force upon an acceleration (which 
is itself a component of “force” in the Newtonian system), 
as similar to the phenomenon of catalysis which Berzelius 
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Bernhard Riemann, “A Contribution to Electrodynam-
ics” in Collected Papers: Bernhard Riemann (Heber City, 
UT: Kendrick Press, 2004), pp. 27�-278.
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